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May Memorial Unitarian Universalist Society
171st ANNUAL MEETING
June 1, 2008

Call to Order: 7:00 PM - Fred Fiske, President
Adoption of Agenda : as printed on the meeting packet (copy on file)
Minutes of 2007 Annual Meeting: Approved as presented (copy on file)

The Social Justice resolution which was approved at the congregational meeting in
1/2008 is filed in the Board notebook under December 18.

A copy of the Covenant of Right Relations which was approved at the 2007 Annual
meeting is on file in the 2007 Board notebook and the 2008 one with the Annual meeting
minutes

Awards:
Samuel J. May Citation for Community Action to Julie Daniel and Linda Wobus for
Homeless and Hungry work
Evelyn White Unsung Hero to Bob Schulz
May Memorial Annual Award to Fred Fiske

Reports: committee reports are printed for this meeting. Copies on file.

Rev. Jean encouraged everyone to read the committee reports and thanked Fred Fiske for
the good working relationship that they enjoyed this year. She asked everyone to check
out the quiz provided for "a fun romp through the reports".

Elections : no nominations from the floor. Slate approved UNANIMOUSLY
Board of Trustees

President: Joyce Leonard
Vice President: Alexa Carter
Secretary: Mary Fulton
Board of Trustees:

Nancy Pease - 2 years
Scott Severance - 1 year
Steve Ransford - 3 year term
Rob Neimeier - 2 years remaining

Nominating Committee
Kenel Antoine - 1 year
Eliza Bailey - 2 years
Alice CHico - 1 year
Barbara Mihalas - 2 years
Ross Valenti - 1 year



New Business:
1. Operating Budget - Joan Weiser and Jason Winkler

(copy on file) Two areas of impact should be noted:
Fund raising and personnel

* Fundraising for next year has increased from $10,750 to
$17,500. A new fundraising committee under the chair of Vice -
president, Alexa Carter, will be appointed to manage this.

* The 3% pay increase recommended for all personnel does
not cover the current cost of living expenses

* Jennifer Hamlin-Navias' hours will be increased by 25%, or 5 more
hours, to support the increased number of children enrolled in RE classes.

* Karen Love's hours will increase by 2 to support The DRE.
* These increases are step 1 of a 2 step plan. The Board

recommends that these hours be added again next year. This level of
staffing is supported by the Board, the Membership Committee and the Personnel
Committee.

MOTION: to accept the budget as presented
PASSED with 2 opposed.

2. Capital Budget - copy on file
* Part A has already been approved but encumbered money

needs to be carried into the next fiscal year in order to complete the
unfinished projects.

* Part B - repave the front driveway = $20,000
Database/ copying resources for the main office = $5000

MOTION: to accept the budget as presented
PASSED with 4 opposed.

Installation of Officers : Fred Fiske

Closing remarks: Fred Fiske

Adjournment : 9:15 PM

Respectfully submitted
by Mary Fulton, Secretary



President's Report
Annual Report Fiscal Year 2009
May Memorial Unitarian Universalist Society

This has been a very busy and exciting year at May Memorial. Many people have been
involved by giving their time to keep our programs and operations going strong. Thank
you for showing how much you want this society to not only continue, but to grow in a
way that welcomes others into our community.

The Chalice Lighter Grant Task Force has nearly completed their work in the Memorial
Room. The new light fixtures designed and installed by Bruce MacBeth have enhanced
the ambiance of the room. With the improved lighting, we can enjoy the warm and
various hues of the wood on the walls. It is a pleasure to watch the morning worship
service on the high definition flat screen television. The television has also been used
for power point presentations, movie showings for several groups, and as a computer
monitor. Special thanks go to Alexa Carter, Harsey Leonard, Bruce MacBeth, Bob
Shultz, Ross Valenti, Roger Hiemstra, Bob Coye and Jennifer Hamlin-Navias for their
efforts. Many thanks to Mary Fulton and Alexa Carter for sorting books and
reorganizing our MMUUS Library.

The Mission/Vision Task Force has successfully created a Mission/Vision statement for
MMUUS. This process involved hours of research, congregational feedback, and
meetings. During the 2009 annual meeting, the congregation will have the opportunity to
vote on the proposed mission/vision statement. Alexa Carter, Carrellyn Case, Randy
Case, Kevin King, Ana Knoblock, Julie Darmody Latham, and Jennifer Newman are
commended for their effort and commitment during this process.

At the Board Retreat last August, a five year plan of congregational goals was developed.
We discussed how our congregation might embark on a capital campaign to raise
money to pay for deferred maintenance and making our church home a more desirable
and welcoming space. We agreed that financial stability, increased giving, and the
promotion of planned giving would be necessary steps to realize the goal of a successful
capital campaign. Several committees would be involved in identifying capital projects
including but not limited to Building and Grounds, Green Sanctuary, Hospitality,
Religious Education, and Memorial Garden. The three year plan already developed by
Building and Grounds could be updated to reflect the values of our current congregation
regarding environmental upgrades, energy efficiency, and the like. When the time has
come to execute the capital campaign, the congregation may decide to hire a trained
professional to help us reach our campaign goal.

The Board felt that it is important to increase young families' membership and
involvement. We know that our Religious Education Program under Jennifer's able
leadership has brought in several new families with children in the past year. It is our
hope that the children in the RE program will continue to find a safe and nurturing
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community of peers and adults who will help them to determine their own spiritual
beliefs and discover their own ethical guide for living.

May Memorial has a small paid staff and a dedicated number of volunteers who are the
backbone of our society. The volunteers on various committees plan and present
programs and services, teach children, wash dishes, do gardening, and more! We must
remember that our programs are a cooperative venture and can not exist without the
hands and hearts of our volunteers. Our society is in need of additional volunteers to
commit their time and energy to serve on various committees.

The musical life of May Memorial is rich and varied. We fondly remember Glenn's 50th
birthday celebration when we received the wonderful gift of listening to his organ and
piano recital. I am hoping that I don't have to wait another ten years to enjoy another
remarkable performance. The music and the message at worship have become
increasingly complementary. It seems that Rev. Jean and Glenn strive for consistency in
both theme and mood, and it is rare when this is not achieved. Our congregation is
blessed to have such a talented choir to enjoy each Sunday. Nancy Pease and Ernie
Sibert are always willing to play solos or accompaniment. Thank you everyone.

Rev. Jean continues to facilitate our free and responsible search for truth and meaning.
Under her leadership, we are enjoying a vital, healthy, growing congregation. Her
cultivation of the Spiritual Enrichment Groups has provided an added dimension to the
spiritual life of the participants. In addition to an ongoing pastoral ministry, Rev. Jean
has reached out to the community by her involvement in the DeWitt clergy gatherings,
Central Square cluster meetings, St. Lawrence District meetings, and as our
representative to Interfaith Impact.

I wish to thank the congregation for giving me the opportunity to serve as President of
May Memorial. It has provided me with a deeper understanding of the complex
processes involved in the operation of the society. I am grateful to the board members
for their support and counsel. Rev. Jean helped me along the way by always being there
when I needed advice or guidance. As Treasurer I will still be apart of the ongoing
work of the society allowing me to stay connected, serve, and grow. I consider this a
privilege.

Respectfully submitted,
Joyce Leonard, President
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This is my second year as the twelfth settled parish minister of this 172 year old Society.
In 2008-09 , America has experienced an historic election and inauguration , and the worst
economic downturn since the Great Depression . May Memorial , more so this year than in
the recent past, has experienced how closely our circumstances are linked to those of the
world beyond these sheltering walls.

For me the richest moments have been working with members who give their all for the
good of this faith community . Any Teenz service or Goods & Services auction makes
apparent what an absolutely awesome collection of individuals comprise this Society.
Our greatest challenge has been prioritizing what can be done within our temporal and
fiscal limits . The Nominating committee ' s slate and the Finance committee's budget,
presented at this annual meeting, is a testament to our ability to surmount these limits.

One of this year's worship highlights was my pulpit exchange in October with former
interim Rev. John Marsh . Our Sunday morning worship has been enriched by a number
of other invited pulpit guests and musicians . This year we had four special mid-week,
evening services: two differently-focused Christmas eve services (one planned by

Jennifer Hamlin-Navias), a warm Winter Solstice celebration , and an ecumenical Holy
Week Communion service planned cooperatively with the Ray of Hope church.

The Spiritual Enrichment Group program was debuted in November, with a visit from the
Reverend Glenn Turner who led Sunday worship and stayed for a working lunch with our
group facilitators . By January, four groups were formed and meeting. All groups continue
to meet, and all remain open to new members . I thank the very committed group of
facilitators : Amanda Acquard & Kenel Antoine , Harsey & Joyce Leonard, Carol Bickart

& Doug Igelsrud, and Joe Cleveland & Alexa Carter.

As a faith community , we have celebrated life together in many ways, marking passages
large and small . We have grieved the death of our long time members John Capozzi, Ute
Haynes, and David Murray . We have celebrated the child dedication of the youngest
among us, and the coming of age of our teens . We welcomed 11 new MMUUS members.

I have remained active with MMUUS committee meetings and task forces - our members
working together for the greater good. The Mission /Vision task force has cast a wide net
for congregational input, and will present their proposed wordings for a Motto, Vision,
and Mission statement at the annual meeting . The Green Sanctuary committee challenged
us to move closer to our "green" goals, from top (solar panels) to bottom (compost). I
have led two UU 102 series and an adult enrichment program on Grief and Loss.

This year, our governance has settled into the policy Board and program Council model
which is still relatively new to MMUUS. I speak for the staff in appreciating the
collaborative leadership of president Joyce Leonard and Council chair Nancy Pease. I
thank them both for stretching themselves to serve May Memorial so ably this year.
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Each January, we report to the UUA our adult membership and other statistics. This
year, we reported 272 members, 97 children & youth, 177 pledging households, and a 12-
month average attendance of 104. (The membership number was over-reported, as it
includes about 15-20 members who do not meet the requirements of voting members.)

This year, under the leadership of the Membership committee, May Memorial has
focused on increasing the integration and involvement of newcomers. In light of this
effort, for May Memorial to, instead, explicitly limit the involvement of someone because
of his history and status in society is no light matter. It requires information and
discernment, even frighteningly difficult engagement with others' beliefs and passions.

This is the choice facing May Memorial's leadership, and more recently the larger
congregation, these past two months. In April, Jennifer Hamlin-Navias and I learned that
one among us has a history, background, and label as a "predicate sex offender". We
immediately informed staff and congregational leadership. Based on the information we
received, there was no immanent threat, but cause for heightened awareness, concern,
deliberation, and - most of all - communication. The Board of Trustees, Safe
Congregation Task Force, and other congregational leaders have spent innumerable
volunteer hours thus employed, devoted to the safety and stability of our May Memorial
community. We know that there is no perfect course of action; that, in a group as diverse
as this, consensus is a rarity, and that Unitarian Universalists are notoriously poor at
trusting our designated leaders. But this past week I have been impressed, even awed, by
all that I have witnessed of your strength, vulnerability, resilience, forbearance, healing,
devotion, and (did I mention?) strength.

Our principles are only meaningful when they are challenging. I am proud of this Society
- how we have grown, individually and collectively; how we have listened and shared
with one another; how we have explored and deepened what it means to be UUs.

May Memorial's program and support staff are wonderful, dedicated and talented
individuals, and we continue to build our relationship as a team. We meet regularly for
program planning, coordination of activities, working out problems, and strengthening
our relationships. We have shared the celebration of Jennifer's status as a
"fellowshipped" UU minister; she is now our Director of Religious Education Ministries.
We shared the joy (and sorrow?) of three staff turning 50 this year.

I am the only one of MMUUS's five staff who is employed here full-time. With greater
income - pledges and more - May Memorial might have a stronger ministry, both within
and beyond our Society. But in 2009, money is tight, jobs precarious, savings decimated.
As we head into 2009-10, and May Memorial must "do more with less", each of us is
challenged to find creative ways to support and strengthen our beloved community.

Through thick and thin - one might say, for richer or poorer, I continue to be deeply
honored to serve as your minister.

-Blessings , Jean L. Wahlstrom
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In writing an annual report it is always difficult to decide what gets included in the report
and what does not. Religious Education here at May is a vibrant alive program/ministry.
It is tempting to highlight everything and yet that is not possible.

Looking back over the past year here are some things that I am really pleased about:

We started , more fully, to use the Tapestry of Faith curriculum put out by the UUA.
"Tapestry of Faith is a new series of programs and resources for all ages that nurture
Unitarian Universalist identity, spiritual growth , a transforming faith, and vital
communities of justice and love. These resources are being developed out of a broad
series of conversations that articulated a future direction for Unitarian Universalist
religious growth and learning. The goals of TF are; 1 ) Ethical development, 2) Spiritual
development, 3) Unitarian Universalist identity and 4) Faith development "
(httn //uua org/religiouseducation/curricula/tapestryfaith/abouttapestry/index shtml)

If you ever wonder where that fair share support of the UUA goes this is one example of
our Association giving back to us . The Tapestry of Faith series will be a preschool -
adult graded series of curriculum available free of charge through the UUA website. As a
DRE I feel immensely supported by the UUA. Not all of it has been written or produced
yet but what is available has been high quality.

I have been especially pleased with our youth programs, both Junior High and Senior
High. Our junior high group has completed their Coming of Age year of curriculum.
They have spent the year looking at our history as an Association, our community here at
May, and their own beliefs. They had an end of year heritage trip to Boston that I was
able to go along on. I am looking forward to working with this group as they enter high
school

Our Senior High group is great. They put on a youth conference at the end of March. 95
youth or there abouts attended from all over the St. Lawrence District. Rachel Wood our
youth advisor did a great job of mentoring them along. The planning and organizing,
however, was done by the Teenz. And this summer we will be going to New Orleans on
a JustWorks trip to help in the ongoing rebuild of New Orleans.
We will do this in conjunction with the youth group from Plymouth Congregational
church. Our youth are an amazing force for good in this world.

On a personal/professional level I was accepted into preliminary fellowship with the
UUA. I am now recognized as a UU minister by the UUA. Preliminary fellowship is a
kind of probationary period of about 3 years. MMUUS has been very supportive of me
in this process . I have heard your positive comments , felt your warm congratulations and
appreciated the support of all as I prepared for my interview with the Ministerial
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Fellowship Committee ; also my work here as DRE will be able to count toward my
preliminary fellowship requirements.

I would especially like to thank all the guides who have made RE possible this year:
Lillian Ackerman , Joan Applebaum, Amanda Acquard , Judy Antoine, Kenel Antoine,
Eliza Bailey, Nuriyah Bone-Owens , Peter Cannavo , Joy Casey, Alice Chico, Jackie
Clarke, Stephanie Cross, Julie Daniel, Julie Darmody-Latham , Mike Dillon, Chris Fiske,
Fred Fiske , Carroll Grant, Therese Hogle, Thane Joyal, Perrin Kaftan, Kevin King, Karin
Kirnie, Laura Kreidler , Brian Leonard, Harsey Leonard , LeeAnn McKinney , Barbara
Mihalas, Charlie Murphy, Rob Neimeier, Jennifer Newman, Mardie Ninno , Tara O'Neal,
Dinah Olson, Carey Pitzrick, Ilene Puente, Rick Puente , Laura Rolnick, Dan Sage, Doris
Sage, Annegret Schubert , Bill Snyder, Robin Valentino , Andrea Wandersee, Deborah
Welsh, Deborah Wilson-Allam, Amanda Winkler, Linda Wobus, and Sharon Zuis

Things that I would like to see for next year:

What is the vision for our RE program here at May? As the Mission Vision team finishes
up their work and we affirm a vision and mission for May Memorial is there a way that
we in RE can re-look at our vision and mission for RE.

It is going to be a tight financial year. How do we as an RE program work creatively
with fewer funds? How do we use this time of difficulty to deepen the connections
among and between us?

One of my "growing edges" is delegating, handing off tasks or projects to other folks.
Time and time again this year I have been reminded how many gifts there are in this
community . And that many people want to help they simply need to know what the
needs are . I would like to be able to plan a little further ahead than I do now so that I can
see where the needs are and help pull in others to the work that is ours.

I would like the RE committee and myself to look at the interaction between technology,
real-time interactions, and our life as a religious education community here at May. I am
curious; is there a way that we can use technology to more easily deal with the tracking
and completion of many of our tasks while we use real time face to face interaction to
build up and strengthen the social and emotional connections that exist in our committee
and in the RE community ? There may be or there may not be but I am curious to
consider the question.

Jennifer Hamlin-Navias
Director Religious Education Ministries
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As another church year comes to an end my thanks goes to the choir, and the many May
Memorial members and friends who contributed time and talent to the music program.
The musical programs on Sunday mornings enhanced our worship experience, and the
extra musical events including our Serenades , the Cabaret , and the Bach Bash are part of
the fabric of May Memorial.

My personal thanks go to members of the Music and Arts Committee and the choir who
helped in many ways to make my 50th birthday recital a success.

A special thank you to Nancy Pease, who has stepped down after a number of years as
Chair of the Music and Arts Committee . Her leadership created many special events that
helped make May Memorial a vibrant Community . Thank you, Nancy.

Glenn Kime
Director of Music
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The following Adult Education sponsored or supported programs/meetings/workshops
occurred during the 2008-2009 church year.

• Twisted Sisters : A monthly gathering for women of all ages, usually the 3rd
Saturday of the month from 7pm to 9pm, with childcare provided . All women
were welcomed.

• Building Your Own Theology : We used Richard Gilbert's series of books.
Several groups met throughout the year.

• New Men's Fellowship : A monthly gathering for men of all ages. Newcomers
and long standing May members met to get to know other men in the
congregation better . All men were welcomed.

• Peter Black 's Microsoft Word workshop - We learned and shared secrets and
standard routines for formatting WORD documents.

• Cakes for the Queen of Heaven group - A religious education curriculum in
feminist theology for adults and older youth was held Sunday afternoons in the
Memorial Room.

• Chautauqua Circle - A new discussion group started with Michael Dowd's latest
book, Thank God for Evolution , and his DVD.

• Bookenders : Discussion of fiction and nonfiction books; meets 4th Thursday of
the month, with Vickie Schipper

• Spanophiles : meets the first and third Sundays of each month in the Teen Room
after the service - 11:45 to noon . We gather for about an hour. It's a fun group
and a great way to not only practice your Spanish but get to know members of
May Memorial.

• Sunday morning meditation with Doug Iglesrud
• International Film/Video presentation - Lars and the Real Girl
• Family Game Night in January and March in the social hall. We played board

games and a snack or beverage to share. This is a wonderful evening for young

and old folks to play games , relax and get to know each other.

• 3rd Annual Halloween Party : Family fun for all ages . Our not-so-scary/scary
Halloween party was held Saturday, October 18th.

• Family camping at Unirondack : We spent a beautiful, rainy weekend of
fellowship surrounded by nature at the end of September in the Adirondacks.

• Wednesday evening meditation with Jody Brown met in the fall
• T'ai Chi Chih : A gentle movement group which met weekly during the day with

Ann Pia.

We will meet again in the late summer , early fall to brainstorm new adult education
classes.

Respectfully submitted,
Adult Education Committee
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There has been a wide variety of art exhibited this year from quilts, to oils and water
colors , to photography . All have reflected the creativity of local artists . In addition there
was an exhibit of arts and crafts by our own talented members who found time to express
themselves in a variety of media.

I wish to express my thanks to all who helped with the exhibits , Bev and George Adams,
my husband, Gary , Bob Burdick for publicity and any others whom I may have missed.
I am passing this responsibility on next year to a new volunteer with the hope that we will
continue the "gallery" for many years to come.

Joyce Droege, Chair
Arts Committee
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Major accomplishments:
1. Repairs to our bridge
2. Replacement of booster hot water heater in kitchen
3. Repairs to the overhead door from kitchen to social hall
4. Installation of bicycle racks
5. Agreement with Syracuse ENT Physicians concerning shared use of our respective parking

lots and their installation of a connector driveway between their lot and ours at their expense.
6. Replacement of a portion of our deteriorated and dangerous sidewalk'
7. Electrical improvements for safety , efficiency , and enhanced lighting
8. New Stickley pulpit installed

Other items:
1. Curtains and lighting improvements in Memorial Room
2. Various repairs downstairs including replacement of some faucets , refurbishing of the boys'

and the girls ' rooms, and numerous repairs due to normal wear and tear.
3. Alteration of Sanctuary doors to eliminate jamming
4. Modification of the doors to storage space in Social Hall to eliminate jamming
5. Ongoing repairs to parking lot and driveway
6. Replacement of damaged Plexiglas panels in Foyer
7. Replacement of deteriorated front door mats
8. Repairs to the dumpster enclosure
9. Elimination of squeaks of the couch in the Memorial Room
10. LED exit signs
11. Repairs in bathrooms
12. Portable temporary signs (you've seen them in the parking lot)
13. Numerous other repairs

In the works : signage ; replacement of floor heat vents; lock improvements including lowering the
sanctuary door locks ; energy efficiency improvements ; improved plowing of our parking lot to
eliminate loss of parking spaces caused by snow banks; preservation of our oriental rugs.

Particular thanks go to Bruce Macbeth and Doug Aird for their extraordinary dedication and
service . Thanks also to other committee members , including Remo Bianco, Mariah Dillon, John
Kaftan, Don MacKay, Erwin Reiner, Pete Shambo, Dale Sherman , and Michael Stafford-Hill, all
of whom have spent many hours working to keep May Memorial's tangible assets in good
condition . This report has been submitted by Peter Colman.

1 Q: Why didn 't we replace the deteriorated walkway which runs from the steps coming down
from the bridge in the direction of the street ? A: Why didn 't you pledge more? Let the damaged
sidewalk continue to be a reminder that it is not enough to enjoy May and to work actively on its
committees . The sidewalk repairs we did make cost $ 11,900. Guess why we didn ' t replace the
driveway and have no plans to do so.

Z The Building & Grounds committee needs more members . We meet the third Monday of every
month at 7, and at all sorts of times we fix stuff, not just on work party days.

Don MacKay , Chair July through October.
Peter Colman , Chair November to date.
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This year, the active members of the committee are Peggy Ryfun and Carol Bickart.
Hildegarde VanderSluis, who has given yeoman service for many years , has gracefully
entered into retirement from this committee . She cannot forsake her old friends,
however, and continues to call and send cards to some of our oldest members and former
members.

Peggy enjoys hand crafting greeting cards and sends many to members and friends who
are sick or who have lost loved ones. We visit some of our people whose illnesses
prevent their coming to church or who live in congregate settings and do not drive
anymore. As the congregation ages , we are becoming more familiar with the features of
dementia and the residential alternatives available for it and normal aging in the
community.

We have a list created a few years ago of people who would be willing to help others in
various ways and have called on a few of them as needed . The most frequent needs are
for visitors to people who are sick and for drivers to provide short-term transportation or
(occasionally) regular rides to and from church . We would like to hear from other people
who are able to do this.

We have participated with members of the Hospitality Committee and assorted other
good-hearted people in giving four memorial service receptions-for John Capozzi,
Richard DiMatteo , Erwin Stem , and Ute Haynes.

We keep in touch with our minister through email and phone calls as well as occasional
face-to-face meetings . A member of our committee attends Program Council meetings
with a report.

Peggy Ryfun & Carol Bickart
Co-Chairs
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- May Memorial contributed its fair share to both the UUA and SLD
This may not happen in the next fiscal year due to the economy. We
urge people who are able to pay their fair share of $58.00 to do so
in addition to their pledges.

- We had representatives at the District Assembly in April and
several other conferences throughout the year.

- Rev. Jean will represent May Memorial at the General Assembly in
Salt Lake City in June.

-Joyce Leonard and Doris Sage attended UULTI Leadership training in
Pennsylvania for a week.

- We completed the renovations to the Memorial Room that were funded
by a Chalicelighter grant. May Memorial is designated an honor
congregation for the high number of Chalicelighters in our congregation.

Alexa Carter and Mary Fulton
Co-chairs
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The fundraising committee was created for the church year 2008 -09 because the budget
called for $17 ,500 to be contributed from this source . Because the congregation was
looking for such a large amount to be generated , it was felt a committee to oversee
fundraising events was in order. The committee was formed on the evening of the annual
meeting in 2008.

The successful events of the Fine Crafts Show and the Book Sale were retained, and
several new events were scheduled for the first time.

Perennial Plant Sale
Tailgate Garage Sale
May Memorial Loves the Arts evening
First Sunday Lunches
Mayfest

Though all events generated small amounts of revenue , the First Sunday Lunches proved
to offer additional benefits to monetary gain. The lunches were well attended and offered
a meeting place for the church community . Committees scheduled meetings on the First
Sundays so that their members could grab a bite to eat before doing business. The
lunches offered people a time to get to know each other better.

The Fundraising Committee did not meet its goal of $17,500 dollars. The revenue for the
year fell several thousand dollars short, but we recommend that the committee continue
next year . We would suggest:

- Increasing the size of the committee
- Lowering the budget amount expected
- Retaining the First Sunday Lunches , Fine Crafts Show and Book Sale
- Continue experimenting with fundraising ideas, especially those that involve inviting
members of the public

Alexa Carter
Nan Gartner

Randy Archambault
Joan Weiser
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This was a busy year of planning for the Green Sanctuary Committee. We put together our twelve
point Action Plan, appointed "leads" for each of the twelve actions, obtained approval for the
plan as a working document from the Board of Trustees, and submitted the plan to UUA. We are
now a candidate to become a Green Sanctuary.

The Action Plan addresses:

(1) Cleaning practices in the building (floors, windows, furniture, toilets, sinks, counters) and our
use of office paper.

(2) Improving areas where we are inefficiently using electricity and gas.

(3) Developing a proposal that will reduce our use of fossil fuels by means of some or all of the
following: insulation, skylights, updating of our heating system, use of passive solar, and,
possibly, installation of photovoltaic panels.

(4) Developing a comprehensive policy and a landscape management plan for the May Memorial
property that emphasizes sustainable , environmental friendly use.

(5) Studying various issues relating to the health and environmental aspects of our food choices.

(6) Insuring that issues relating to our environment are consistently a part of the children's RE
program by maintaining a focus on the 7`s Principle through curricula, worship and stewardship.

(7) Activities to examine the effect of consumerism on our society.

(8) Looking at the natural world both on our own property and at local nature centers.

(9) Helping plan and conduct the Earth Sunday services in April 2009 and 2010 and celebrate the
year's "green" accomplishments at May.

(10) Incorporating environmental concerns into a portion of a service in each quarter through
readings or other elements of the service.

(11) Working with a local community garden to help provide organic vegetables for the families
living in that area . Working with the Circles Bridges Out of Poverty program, or a similar
program, provide information about no-cost or low-cost steps that clients can take to save money
on heat and electricity and also reduce their use of fossil fuel energy.

(12) Advocating for changes in local, state and federal government policies toward a more
sustainable future.

Now we begin the harder part of implementing as much of the plan as possible. After two years
we can seek accreditation as a Green Sanctuary.

John and Janet Allen
Co-chairs
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Committee Members: George Adams, Alexa Carter, Mary Louise Edwards, Roger Hiemstra
(Chair), and Harsey Leonard

1. Marvelous History Corner articles were published in the monthly newsletter. George Adams,
Mary Louise Edwards, and Glenn Kane contributed excellent articles during the time Roger
Hiemstra was out of the country. Positive comments continue to be received.

2. The History Committee met in August, 2008. Rev. Wahlstrom and Amanda Eubanks Winkler
attended and provided valuable input regarding an archive policy , including decisions on
digital information , which the committee is developing.

3. A stack feeding scanner was purchased to facilitate the digitization of our various archival
materials . It resides in Room 8 (basement).

4. Various preservation and organizational activities have continued throughout the year:
a. We continue to receive archival material from past officers , committee chairs, and

members. For example, Kathy Cardell has made available several boxes of Rev. Nick
Cardell's church-related material.

b. George Adams continues to lead efforts to organize and inventory our archives.
c. Roger Hiemstra has led the way in scanning archival material, including these:

i. A large collection of material representing the ministry of Rev. Dr. Robert
Lee Zoerheide (1952-1961), our eighth minister, was scanned and is now
stored on three hard drives and several CD-ROMs.

ii. A large collection of material representing the ministry of Rev. John
Charming Fuller (1961-1973), our ninth minister, was scanned and is now
stored on three hard drives and several CD-ROMs.

iii. The large collection of material representing the ministry of Rev. Dr.
Nicholas C . Cardell , Jr. (1974-1995), our tenth minister, is being scanned and
stored on two hard drives.

5. Because of a long-standing agreement with SU, the Rev. Zoerheide and Rev. Fuller
collections are now housed in "Special Collections" on that building's sixth floor.

6. The Memorial Wall in the Memorial Room with informational material and ministers' photos
was updated to reflect the 2008-2009 year. For example, Bob Coye and Roger Hiemstra
added Rev. Jean Wahlstrom's photo.

7. Considerable digitized church historical material that had been offsite in a separate web site,
is now part of the church web site. It can be viewed at httr://historv.mmuus.ore/. This
includes the biography of Sam May entitled, God's Chore Boy, written by Dr. W. Freeman
Galpin.

8. Roger Hiemstra served as a consultant to the New York Convention of Universalists and
coordinated the acquisition of a computer, scanner, CD burner, printer, and digital camera.
He trained and helped the NYSCU archivist and her associate initiate the digitization of the
group's history collection.

9. A display case for the foyer to portray historical artifacts and information should be
completed this coming summer.

10. The History Committee hosted the coffee hour during May, 2008.

Roger Hiemstra
Chair
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Committee Members:
Lee Ann McKinney and Mardie Ninno (Co-chairs)
Kevin King, Janet Hiemstra, Peggy Ryfun, Vicky Schipper, Ken Pease, Therese Hogle

The Membership Committee again focused its efforts this year on welcoming and helping
to integrate newcomers into the May Memorial community in order to promote our
continued growth. We have worked closely with Rev. Jean Wahlstrom, and have
appreciated her guidance and thoughtfulness.

Specific tasks that have been accomplished include the following:
Updated the MMUUS membership database and developed a new directory that
accurately reflects active members and friends. This task was performed by Janet
Hiemstra;
Staffed the Welcoming Table each Sunday, with personal follow up calls to visitors;
Continued an Angel Greeter program to facilitate hospitality and a more welcoming
atmosphere to first-time and returning visitors in our Social Hall. This has been a very
successful program, and we have received feedback from our visitors that they have been
warmly greeted and welcomed by our congregation;
Participated in most Program Council meetings. At these meetings we encouraged other
committee chairs to invite new members and visitors who are attending regularly to assist
with needed tasks;
Offered UU 101, an informational meeting for visitors, every four to six weeks;
Facilitated two joining ceremonies for approximately 11 new members. We provided UU
102 classes, led by Rev. Jean Wahlstrom, for people exploring joining prior to each
ceremony and hosted a follow up breakfast for new members and their families;
Brainstormed and prioritized a list of ideas to assist new members and friends in
becoming integrated into our community. This process was ably facilitated by Kevin
King. Tasks completed thus far include:
Development of an email group of visitors, friends, and newer members. This group
receives periodic emails from the Membership Committee inviting them to participate in
various church activities.
Two meetings with the RE Committee and with Jennifer Hamlin-Navias to discuss
strategies of better welcoming families with children into non-RE Church activities and
possible membership
Provided increased publicity for RE families about appropriate social activities at
MMUUS

The Membership Committee hopes to continue to explore the mission of Growth for our
entire congregation next year and to determine what that mission might mean for other
committees and groups at May Memorial.
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The Committee has written additional policy for couple's cremains placement in the
Memorial Garden. The policy is added to the packet handouts.

1. Maintain the grounds of the Memorial Garden (MG).
Determine the areas to be left `natural'.
Avoid new plantings of invasive or non-native plants whenever possible.

On April 23, 2009, a meeting of the MG Committee was attended by Alice Aylesworth
and John Allen, Green Sanctuary (GS) Committee, for a preliminary `walk thru' and
become acquainted with the MG area.
The Committee will continue to work collaboratively with Buildings and Grounds
(B&G), Green Sanctuary (GS), Religious Education (RE), History, etc. as we have done
in the past.
The GS Committee and B & G Committee met Friday, April 24 and Saturday, April 25
for a walk thru of the society property with the goal of establishing benchmarks for a
certification report with the WA. Areas for restricted mowing remain under
consideration by the MG Committee. The presence of a deer population (ticks/Lyme
disease) and need for mosquito control are concerns.
New plantings in the MG remain the responsibility of the MG Committee.
Inform the congregation of the purpose and use of the Memorial Garden.
Distribute the Memorial Garden brochure; prepare notices and articles and for the
newsletter.
As adjustments are made to policy, the change will be incorporated in the packet
handouts.

3. Maintain the pavilion for outdoor events.
Complete construction of the upper trim and fourth railing of the pavilion.
This was not done during this fiscal year and was added to the 2009-2010 goals.

4. Follow up on minister's contacts regarding the use of the Memorial Garden.
Ongoing

5. Keep Memorial Book and Plaque up-to-date.
Ongoing

6. Recruit new committee members.
Ongoing

Jill Evans
Chair
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The Music and Arts Committee had an active and successful year. We sponsored several
fundraising activities , including a first-Sunday luncheon (with ample help from the choir)
and a cabaret during May Memorial Loves the Arts month (February). We also facilitated
the performance of two Sunday Serenades . In April Linda Wollowitz (mezzo-soprano)
and Nancy Pease (piano) performed Nuits d'ete by Hector Berlioz . In May the Syracuse
Flute Choir performed . Members from the Music and Arts committee and the choir were
also involved with the Bach Bash , the annual celebration of Bach's birthday held in
March and in March Glenn Kime celebrated his 50th birthday by playing a wonderful
organ recital.

Nancy Pease and Amanda Eubanks Winkler
Co-Chairs
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In looking back on this past year in the Religious Education (R.E.) program, I realize that
many children were involved and many things happened! There is energy, community
and learning and practicing UUism throughout the week. Here's the data: about 40
families involved in the program; about 75 youth - preK through senior high; 45 guides
give time and energy each year, in addition to some incidental support people. Overall,
we have had a renewed interest in Social Justice this year with lessons and activities
about refugees, hunger, homelessness, and peace. Some of the highlights:

• Sept. 2008 made pinwheels for peace; installed near the wayside pulpit.
• October 2008 CROP walk. In preparation, we had a Sunday of classes that focused on

Hunger and Church World Service projects.
• October 2008 two families picked 60 pounds that were donated to Plymouth
Congregational's food pantry.
• November 2008 Continued emphasis on feeding the hungry through large gatherings
of food in Creekside chapel each Sunday.
• December 2008 Children made cookies to serve guests at the Samaritan Center. Seven
weeks of Unity services focusing on our 7 principles and the UU sources.
• March 2009 We collected personal care items for the Plymouth food pantry The Teenz
sponsored a "Con" here at MMUUS.
• April 2009 Sam May Day we collected pens for Kenya so that children in Kenya have
a pen for going to school.
• April, 2009 A member of the Teenz group has rotated in to help guide the kindergarten
group. We collected enough personal care items to make 70 kits that we sent off to
Church World Services to be distributed in refugee camps, either in the US or in other
countries.
• May 2009 Our I" and 2nd grade Peace Pal group worked to place a peace pole on the
grounds of May Memorial. It is on the front walk!
Ten youth from the Coming of Age group (7-9a' grade) took their UU Heritage trip to
Boston to see the roots of Unitarianism and visit the UUA offices. Twelve youth will
graduate from Coming of Age at the end of this program year.
• July 2009 Some of our Teenz will be taking a trip to New Orleans for a week in July to
help with the ongoing need there. They will go with youth from Plymouth
Congregational Church.

Stephanie Cross
RE Committee Chair
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Committee Members:
Amanda Acquard Taylor Longo Doris Sage
Julie C. Evans Jennifer Newman Daniel Sage
Doug Igelsrud Rick Olanoff Barbara Weingart
Kate Kearney Felicia Otero Rachael Whitney
Harsey Leonard Vicky Schipper Mary Zimmer

LOCAL COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAMS:
• The Samaritan Center meal preparation organized by Julie Daniel and Linda Wobus.

Members assisted in this program by preparing and serving the meal.
• The continuing food basket collection for the South Beach Baptist Church
• Continuing program to assist Plymouth Church's distribution of toiletries and

personal care items not covered by food stamps.

ANNUAL CROP WALK:
Vicky Shipper organized and led twenty four members and associates of MMUUS in the
annual CROP Walk on October 26. Many families with children participated and over
$600 was raised by our group to help alleviate world hunger. Children who participated
were recognized at a Sunday service and presented with a certificate commemorating the
event. MMUUS participation grows every year. We look forward to an even larger
contingent this year.

SOCIAL JUSTICE SUNDAY SERVICES:
• In the tradition of the past several years the Social Justice Committee filled one of the

summer Sunday services on June 29a`. Our featured speaker was Douglas Anderson,
West Point Graduate and the local leader of veterans against the war. His remarks
were especially cogent and well received by the congregation.

• On January 25th the annual Social Justice Sunday service featured Magda Bayoumi.
Ms Bayoumi's sermon was titled "Why Do They Hate Us" and was centered on the
many problems in the middle-east. Ms Bayoumi remained after the service to answer
questions.

• The Social Justice Committee teamed with the Worship Committee to present the
annual Sam May Day service. The featured speaker was Micere Githae Mugo, a
poet, playwright, literary critic and full professor of literature in the Department of
African American Studies, Syracuse University. She is a Kenyan by birth.

GAY PRIDE PARADE:
Saturday June 7th' at 10 a.m. ten members and friends of May Memorial joined with
several hundred other central New Yorkers as the rainbow flag was hoisted over City
Hall opening the annual Gay Pride Day celebrations. Following opening ceremonies
everyone marched in solidarity to the Everson Museum where festivities continued
through the afternoon. Marching behind the church's banner, representatives from May
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demonstrated the societies' commitment to support and ally with the GLBT community
and their supporters.

PASTORS FOR PEACE CARAVAN TO CUBA:
The MMUUS Social Justice committee welcomed the Pastors for Peace Caravan to
Syracuse on June 17th. After a 6:00 PM potluck Rev. Thomas E. Smith of Pastors for
Peace spoke about his many trips to Cuba and Chiapas, Mexico. Rev. Smith shared his
perspective on why we challenge unjust laws that asks us to hate our neighbors.

The MMUUS Social Justice Committee ' s is exploring many new ways to be involved in
our community . With an ever increasing membership we look forward to continuing to
facilitate the good works of this congregation.

Respectfully Submitted:
Harsey Leonard, Chairman
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In the spring of 2008 the May Memorial Social Justice Committee was approached by
Debra Virgo, Sponsor Volunteer Director for Interfaith Works Refugee Resettlement Program.
As her title implies, Debra was looking for a faith community willing to act as the sponsor for an
as yet unidentified family of refugees from the Iraq war soon to be resettled in Syracuse.
Following the initial contact, Debra was invited to attend a meeting of our committee to explain
the program and spell out our responsibilities. May Memorial had been singled out for this
partially because of the church's long standing reputation for work in social justice issues and our
non-creedal approach to Christianity. The idea generated considerable enthusiasm; and with
board approval, plans for resettlement of a refugee family moved ahead over the summer. The
vision was to offer a project that would appeal to and involve the larger MMUUS community in a
variety of ways. The mantra "A Little or A Lot" reflected the hope that individuals would be
able to participate in the project with time and or financial assistance on multiple levels.

Fund raising went well with generous donations amounting to over $3,000 including
$325.96 from our RE children, who voted to donate the entire yearly proceeds from their weekly
collection plate. In the fall children donated many of the much needed quarters for washing and
drying clothing at the Laundromat. During the summer Mardie Ninno and LeeAnn McKinney
planned and organized a `Virtual Shower" to obtain needed household items for the family.
Mardie and LeeAnn distributed a wish list of items needed to furnish an apartment, designated a
date for delivering selected items and provided snacks, warm greetings and a piece of cake for all
that attended. Throughout the day, furniture (including beds, dressers, tables, lamps), bedding,
linen of all descriptions and enough cookware, silver and china to provide a fully functional
kitchen arrived filling the social hall to overflowing. The response was heartwarming.

In the fall we prepared for a family of five. A lively group of volunteers set up an
apartment on Polk St. We scrubbed, put in furniture and installed attractive window shades.
Three days before the family was to arrive, the mother decided to stay in Syria. Although her son
was already settled in Syracuse, she did not want to make the enormous cultural change with her
four younger sons. This would not be the first surprise of our amazing journey with Iraqi
refugees. Yes, it was disappointing but a Cuban immigrant family was able to benefit from our
hard work when they were assigned this apartment on their arrival in Syracuse.

Within a week however, the Center for New Americans notified us that we were to be
assigned responsibility for a newly arrived family who were then living on the north side of the
city. We were soon introduced to the Awad/Jassim family of eight. Members included the
parents Sand Awad (34) and Nadal Jassim (37). There were three girls --Ayat (10), Raghad (8),
and Khitam (2) and three boys--Saif (7), Ahmed (5) and Abdallah (4). The family had been living
in Syria for about ten months after Sand had been injured in a car bomb explosion while walking
with friends. He was hospitalized in Iraq but fled to Syria when he began receiving death threats.
While his injuries were not life threatening, they were substantial. He has considerable pain and
loss of feeling in one leg affecting his ability to walk normally and similar problems with one
arm. More significant however is a brain injury affecting his short term memory. At present, he
is awaiting an appointment with a neurologist at University Hospital.

As soon as we had an idea of the family's clothing sizes, the word went out and the
clothing came in from May Memorial members, from friends and friends of friends. We hauled
bags of clothing to the familie's home. Nadal, the wife and mother, would examine each item
and respond with a "Yes" or a "No." This communication was the beginning of an amazing
relationship where language barriers did not hinder the development of relationships. Yet,
luckily, when needed we were provided with a translator, Fazia Shwani, from Interfaith Works.
We drove Nadal over to the still fully furnished vacant Polk Street apartment soon after meeting
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her, so that she could select the things she wanted including a good deal of the beautiful bedding
and furniture we had collected at May for the Awads.

Peggy Droz had moved to Syracuse and came to May Memorial for a summer service.
She was interested in the Iraqi settlement project and was soon to become an important member
of the Resettlement Committee of four--Peggy Droz, Jennifer Newman, Judy Antoine and Vicky
Schipper. This ad-hoc committee reflected a vision of social justice featuring projects that would
involve the greater church community beyond those who sit on the social justice committee.

The four school aged children were enrolled in Weeks Elementary which provides
students with an ESL program as well as a health clinic which has proved to be invaluable for the
Awad children. Recently Abdallah was enrolled in a Head Start classroom on Basset St. and both
parents attend English classes at the refugee center on Park St. In November the family was
moved to the east side because their previous home had housing code violations. They are
presently living at 237 Hazelwood Ave. While they did not want to leave their Iraqi friends on the
north side, they have settled in and have established new Iraqi friendships on the east side. While
many of the families being settled are from a middle class background, the Awad family were not
as privileged in Iraq and had not had adequate medical care. There were many medical
appointments for shots and for dental concerns . Many of the children have had teeth pulled.
In late fall we teamed that Nadal was pregnant with twins and so other medical appointments
were added. Mardie and Lee Ann did another virtual shower in the spring which has provided the
family with many of the items they will need after the birth of their two sons.

Our role has been multifaceted. We take Saad grocery shopping--Samir's, Aldi's, Price
Chopper, and a new Chinese Market where he buys fish live from their display aquarium. Three
of us drove them to the end of Ramadan services held at Drumlins in the fall. We have driven
them to medical appointments, picked up sick children at school, and delivered prescriptions
from the pharmacy. We have had many meetings at the Center for New Americans with the
Awad's social worker Marty Nicholas. While the demands placed on the volunteers have been
intense, there have been many outings of pure enjoyment--to our homes for various family
experiences, to ride on the Carousel at the Mall, to play in Onondaga Lake Park or to visit at the
Awad home. It is quite an adventure to introduce this family to life in the US.

There are many stories to tell, some hilarious, some poignant and sad. This journey has
been both complicated and rewarding. The initial commitment to our family was for six months.
Because they have not developed the independence most families would have achieved and
because of Nadal's pregnancy, the MMUUS Refugee Resettlement Committee agreed to extend
our commitment until the middle of June. After that time individuals members will determine
their future involvement with the Awads.

Many of us express our UU principles in our daily lives; many of us express these values
with our participation and membership in local/national social justice groups. This refugee
resettlement project has been particularly exciting in that it has allowed many to express their
principles with a project generated by our beloved community of May Memorial.

Vicky Shipper, Chairman, Iraqi Resettlement Committee
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Committee Members:
Diane Hainsworth Joyce Leonard Barbara Mihalas
Bob Schulz Scott Severance Joan Weiser
Jason Winkler, Chairman pro tern

MMUUS stewardship theme, "Picture the Possibilities" was represented in a wonderfully
colorful beautifully designed brochure by Bob Schulz. The committee is very grateful for
Bob's considerable contribution of time and talent to this year's campaign.

This year the committee decided to move away from the model used for the past several
years. We wanted a campaign that required fewer canvassers but called for the assistance
of the church's standing committees. We felt that some members and friends were not
aware of the integral role the committees play in sustaining our society and transforming
our lives. From mid-January to mid-March, during the Sunday morning worship service,
a representative from a standing committee spoke to the congregation outlining the
ongoing work of their committee with an emphasis on their current committee's goals.

In addition, the brochure together with an individualized pledge form and a cover letter
were sent out in early February to all members and friends of the society. The cover
letter explained the new approach to the annual canvass. Following the direct mail
introduction, members of the stewardship committee scheduled appointments to visit
most of the church's committees and major groups during their scheduled meeting times.
This visit was to explain the process further, answer any questions and collect pledge
forms previously distributed.

Bob Schulz put the stewardship brochure and a pledge form on the MMIJUS website.
Many of our congregation chose this method to "hand" in their pledge sheet.

We currently have recorded pledges of $220,000. To keep our society viable the
congregation will have to make some hard financial decisions. As we move forward, let
us remember that we are truly blessed to have a warm, supportive Society to sustain us.

The Stewardship Committee appreciates the help and support of all who participated in
the campaign. We want to thank the representatives from the committees who spoke
during the services, the welcome we received when we met with the various committees,
and the hospitality committee for the delicious stewardship breakfast. May next year
bring a brighter financial picture not only to MMWS but to our members and friends as
well.
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Committee Membership
Members of the Worship Committee this year have been : Co-Chairs Doris Sage and Jody Brown,
Jim Napierski , Felicia Otero , Debbie Pillsbury, Deborah Welsh, Andrea Wandersee , and Martha
Strunk.

Rev. Jean Wahlstrom is an ex-officio member and attends most Worship Committee meetings.
She keeps the Committee informed about upcoming church related events and worship services.
R.E. Director Jennifer Hamlin Navias is also an ex-officio member who works with the
Committee particularly when there is a need to coordinate intergenerational services and
activities.

We have had difficulties choosing a time to meet that will fit everyone's busy schedules. We
began the 2008-2009 year with four members, three who could meet only in evenings and one
who could not, but by agreeing to do much of our business by e-mail, the committee grew to eight
members . At this time , however, we are back to five members , including one member who must
participate through e-mail . One member left the church ; two members had job and family
commitments that made remaining on the committee too difficult

Regular Sunday Services
The Committee worked with the minister to provide guest speakers to the pulpit in the absence of
the minister.

This year we invited members of the Board and Chairs of each committee to do the Welcome and
Announcements each Sunday from the pulpit as part of the morning's opening . The BOT and
Chairs were asked to introduce themselves , their role and the committee they represent. This was
successful in introducing these significant people to the congregation. Many people were
impressed by the number of members we had in responsible positions and the number of
committees representing the work of this Society . Each Sunday from opening Sunday until well
into March , Welcome and Announcements were made by BOT members and Committee Chairs
until all had been introduced. Later in the year we asked committee chairs to say a few words
about their respective committee . We hope to continue this next year.

The Committee took responsibility for four Sunday services this year: "Balance," the fall solstice
service, the "The Leafing Service," "Gratitude ," the Thanksgiving service and "Binning Your
Boo Boos," an end of the year service. When appropriate , we worked with the RE . Director to
develop services that were intergenerational.

Members of the Worship Committee served as Coordinators for all services , both regular and
summer , setting up the sanctuary for each morning service and recruiting volunteers to serve as
Decorators , Greeters, and Ushers for each service.

In an effort to recruit new members for the committee and broader participation by the
congregation to help with Ushering , Decorating and Greeting , we developed a brochure
describing the role of the Worship Committee , and new Sign-up Sheets for the bulletin board
designed to attract volunteers. Announcements were made regularly to recruit volunteers and we
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instituted "White Candle Sunday," for the Sundays we did not have someone to decorate. On
these occasions , we set white candles on our Sacred Shelf, in lieu of decorations. This
encouraged a few people to decorate.

Also, to help the committee , Vicky Schipper and friends wrote and performed a musical song and
dance for the February First Sunday Luncheon to recruit members as Sunday Service Volunteers.
Still, recruiting volunteers for the Sunday Services remains our greatest challenge.

Sam May Sunday Service
For our society' s annual Sam May Sunday celebration, the Worship Committee, in cooperation
with the Social Justice Committee, identified our special guest in the pulpit, Dr.Micere Mugoo
who provided an inspiring service honoring our namesake , Samuel Joseph May.

2008 Summer Services
This past summer, we had a full schedule of Sunday services. The program included guest
speakers and lay-led services in the pulpit each week during the summer for a total of 12 services
planned and coordinated by the Committee . Also, three members of our small committee
planned, coordinated and conducted their own service during the summer

Workshops. Conferences and In-service training
a.) Doris Sage and Joyce Leonard attended the summer Unitarian Universalist Leadership
Training Institute in Pennsylvania the last week of July.

b.) Rev . Jean Wahlstrom conducted her second annual workshop , Worship 101 , in the fall for
Worship Committee members and other church members who also attended.

c.) Rev. Wahlstrom , Jody Brown , Doris Sage and Martha Strunk attended an all -day Fall
Conference in Rochester to promote "New Worship."

d.) Doris Sage attended the St . Lawrence District Assembly with Dan Sage, and Harsey Leonard,
both who qualify through their supportive work as ex-oficio members of the Worship Committee.

Doris Sage and Jody Brown
Co-Chairs
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